
CIGAR LIST
CIGARS ON MUDHDHOO ISLAND “A ROYAL PURSUIT” 

Transcend into the world of exclusivity and sophistication with our finest selection of Cigars on 
offer. Our Cigars epitomize the spirit of elegance through an innovative cigar menu that has been 

created especially to complement the discerning tastes of aficionados. 
Discover the mystical pleasures of smoking a carefully hand rolled cigar at Sand Bar in the borderless 
confines of the Indian Ocean. Come and regale in a pleasurable experience for the nose and the 

palate worth treasuring at Dusit Thani Maldives!

COHIBA’S PETIT CORONA: This full 
bodied cigar delivers a strong character with a 
subtle spicy tone, black coffee f lavors and an 
aftertaste.

Pairs best with golden rum or an aged red 
wine, preferably the more robust varietals such 
Barbaresco, Nebbiolo or  Cabernet Franc.
USD 35.00

COHIBA’S ROBUSTO EXTRA: The cigar 
is currently one of the largest Havana cigars in 
production with its colossal 54 ring gauge. It is 
full bodied and explodes the richness of cocoa 
coffee and heavenly tobacco f lavours.

Pairs best with either heavily smoked Islay 
whisky or a bitter herbal liqueur 
USD 40.00

MONTECRISTO TORPEDO: The cigar 
bears the innovative benchmark shape of 
torpedo and wears a richly colored wrapper. 
It produces a toasty and a woody smoke, but 
turns pleasantly leathery.

Pairs best with a fruity single malt whisky, 
especially those from the Lowlands in Scotland. 
USD 40.00

MONTECRISTO GRAN CORONA: Size 
does matter! This cigar featuring in Guinness 
Book of Records, measures a giant size of 235 
mm. Preferred by those who like big Habanos 
sticks when the time of  smoking comes. 

Pairs best with an aged dark Rum which 
produces a spicy combination, yet a delightful 
hints of  gingerbread, vanilla  and cinnamon. 
hookah bars and smokes well with all styles.
USD 35.00



BOLIVER TORPEDO: This Cuban based 
cigar takes you on a journey of multiple favours 
that are perfectly balanced. The f lavours starts 
off with notes of oak, transitioning into creamy 
toffee that ends with hints of  bitter chocolate. 

Pairs best with a Kentucky Bourbon, especially 
the honeyed tones of Bourbon make a 
true companion for a memorable smoking 
experience.
USD 50.00

ROMEO Y JULIETA’S PETIT CORONA: 
Sink into a treasured taste that combines 
creamy notes of  leather with cocoa and  sweet 
spice.

Pairs best with ginger based cocktail when 
savouring smoke after lunch or go for an 
aromatic and spicy Vio post dinner
USD 35.00

PARTAGAS ROBUSTO: This full bodied 
cigar has a vibrant fusion of f lavours, primarily 
cumin, paprika and  cloves, as well as hints 
of  toasted walnuts and cedar producing spicy 
dry hues.

Pairs best with the smokiest Single Malt 
whisky, preferably from Islay
USD 50.00

HOYO DE MONTERREY PETIT 
ROBUSTO: When looking for a perfect 
blend of coffee, leather and stony notes, this 
cigar can be recommended. It bears the classic 
oakwood finish and the drawremains even 
throughout. 

Pairs best with mellower single malts from 
the Scottish Lowlands, protruding  a powerful 
multitude of  lightly wooded and fruity f lavours.
USD 40.00




